Emerging online innovation platforms have enabled large groups of people to collaborate and generate ideas together in ways that were not possible before. However, these platforms also introduce new challenges in finding inspiration from a large number of ideas, and coordinating the collective effort. In my dissertation, I address the challenges of large scale idea generation platforms by developing methods and systems for helping people make effective use of each other's ideas, and for orchestrating collective effort to reduce redundancy and increase the quality and breadth of generated ideas.
INTRODUCTION
Innovation is a product of collaborative effort. When people create together, each person brings unique knowledge, experiences and points of view, which can be combined to achieve amazing things such as creating new technology, making new scientific discovery and solving social problems. Online innovation platforms allow their contributors to seek inspirations from a large collection of ideas by other members and to generate novel ideas that none of the contributors could have come up with alone. OpenIDEO.com and Quirky are examples of such platforms, whose members have shown the potential of collective idea generation in solving challenging problems.
However, large-scale collaborative idea generation also brings new challenges. The large number of ideas makes it difficult for a contributor to find non-redundant inspiring ideas. Contributors have to look through a lot of ideas with no effective way to discover the ideas they find inspiring. Moreover, there is no mechanism to coordinate effort among Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). UIST'15 Adjunct, November 08-11, 2015, Charlotte, NC, USA. ACM 978-1-4503-3780-9/15/11. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2815585.2815588 contributors. Instead of working together, contributors generate ideas alone with no guidance on how to best contribute. They end up producing many instances of redundant common ideas while leaving many parts of the solution space unexplored [20] . To help a large community of contributors make full use of its size and diversity, we need new methods and tools that enable contributors to make effective use of each other's ideas, and work effectively together.
My dissertation focuses on developing intelligent systems that improve user experience and outcomes of large-scale collaborative idea generation by providing people with carefully selected inspiring ideas of others at appropriate time.
My work builds on studies of creativity from cognitive science. I have extended this body of work to further understand mechanisms that help people generate more creative and diverse ideas as they get inspired by ideas of others in an actual collaborative innovation platform. Building on these insights, I have developed automatic methods to provide ideators with inspirational ideas, leading to improved performance. Specifically, my work has thus far made the following contributions:
• I have demonstrated that presenting people with sets of diverse inspirational ideas results in people generating more diverse ideas than they would have if they were presented with a random selection of ideas [15] . To enable this intervention in real-world settings, I developed and evaluated an efficient, scalable and domain-independent method that can select a diverse set of ideas from a large set of ideas.
• I demonstrated the impact of timing of delivery of inspirational ideas on creative output. I showed that inspirational idea delivery mechanisms that attempt to deliver ideas when people are switching from generating ideas in one category to another can improve novelty and quantity of generated ideas [16] .
• I am investigating mechanisms that select personalized set of inspirations to best inspire each contributor based on their solution path (ideas they have explored so far) and their cognitive state (focused exploration versus seeking new inspiration). Prior work suggests that providing a set of inspirations tailored to each individual might yield more creative ideas and improve the contributor's experience [12, 16] .
I am now at the crucial point where I address technical challenges in building the system that embodies these findings.
I plan to demonstrate the viability of my vision in an innovation platform that is open to public, and to proceed in the following directions:
• To select a set of ideas that are inspiring to ideators, the system needs some knowledge about the quality of ideas and semantic relationship between ideas. In my prior work [15] , the system acquired this knowledge from paid crowd workers, which is not always viable. I am building a system that uses a self-sustainable "organic" approach where the system subtly extracts information about the quality and the semantics of ideas from users' natural interactions while they are generating ideas.
• In practice, idea generation spans a period of time. During this time, ideators might be incubating their ideas as they go about their other daily activities [3] . To support an ideation task that spans longer than one session, I plan to integrate the ideation task throughout the ideators' day by sending prompts or ideas of others through mobile devices to remind or inspire them to come up with new ideas.
• One main problem in existing innovation platforms is that they elicit many redundant ideas that represent a small fraction of possible solutions while leaving some promising solutions unexplored. I plan to develop novel algorithms that help the community coordinate individuals' efforts in parallel, reduce redundant contributions, and achieve a more thorough, diverse exploration of the solution space.
In the remainder of the paper, I first describe the theoretical findings of prior work and my own work. Then I propose how to integrate these findings into a real innovation platform.
UNDERSTANDING HOW TO HELP PEOPLE GENERATE CREATIVE AND DIVERSE IDEAS
Idea exchanges on large innovation platforms often occur when contributors get inspired by each other's ideas. But seeing ideas of others is not always helpful: depending on the choice of ideas and the timing of their delivery, the ideas that people see can either benefit or harm their creative output [12, 8, 6, 16] . An effective approach therefore should help a contributor find inspiring ideas from a large pool at an appropriate time.
Selecting a diverse set of inspirations
Prior laboratory studies have demonstrated that presenting people with diverse inspirational examples help people generate more diverse ideas themselves [12] . However, prior to my work, there was no robust, scalable and domain-independent method to dynamically identify a diverse set of ideas. Existing crowdsourced approaches designed to organize large collections of items are designed mainly for batch processing and not for the settings where new ideas keep trickling in [1] .
I developed a method powered by human computation and machine learning for incrementally constructing an abstract spatial "idea map" (Figure 1 ) from simple human's judgement on similarity between ideas ("Is idea A more similar to B or C?") [15] . I developed this method based on prior work on multidimensional scaling and active similarity learning techniques [18, 17] as few human queries as possible. From the idea map, a system can algorithmically extract diverse sets of examples by selecting a set of ideas that are situated far apart from one another on the map. In contrast to some existing methods which use text mining algorithms to infer similarity between ideas in text form [4] , my approach is domain independent. I also demonstrated that people generate more diverse ideas when they saw a set of diverse ideas selected by the algorithm compared to when they saw randomly selected ideas or no ideas at all [15] .
Timing of inspiration delivery
The timing of example delivery, not just the choice of examples themselves, can impact creative outcomes [7] . Prior work on a theory of idea generation called SIAM (Search for Ideas in Associative Memory) [11] and the Prepared Mind theory of insight [14] suggested that new inspirations should be offered when people finish exploring ideas in one semantic category, as seeing ideas of others can direct them towards new parts of the solution space. Showing ideas of others while people are still exploring their current topics; however, can cut their train of thoughts short and reduce the quantity and quality of generated ideas [11] .
In my recent work [16] , I explored two timing mechanisms that attempt to offer ideas of others when people just finished exploring ideas in one category: (1) participants can request ideas on demand whenever they want, and (2) the system automatically infers when participants are stuck from their idle time and provides ideas at that moment. The results of evaluation of the two mechanisms show that people who requested examples themselves generated the most novel ideas and people who received ideas automatically when they were idle produced the largest quantity of ideas.
Providing personalized inspirations for individuals
While providing a diverse set of ideas at appropriate time is a sensible strategy in general, it does not take into account the differences between individuals. Prior work suggests the prior experience and the ideas they have already explored can impact how much individuals can benefit from ideas of others [20, 11] . In this case, inspiration delivery could be personalized to a user's current solution path. With an algorithm that adaptively shows ideas of others that are appropriately related to a user's current ideas, the system can either direct the person in new directions or suggest deep exploration within a category for highly creative ideas [11, 10, 13] .
I am developing mechanisms for real-time semantic analysis of participants' solution paths, and I plan to conduct experiments to test whether personalized inspiration could further help people benefit from inspirational examples. The three main technical challenges for this approach are (1) the system needs to be able to identify the semantic relationships between ideas dynamically so that it knows the users' paths of exploration relative to other ideas, (2) the system should be able to infer the users' cognitive states-whether the users are receptive to ideas of others that are similar or different from their own ideas-to select appropriate suggestions, and (3) for each cognitive state, the system should have a mechanism to decide what kinds of examples should be shown.
SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION AT SCALE

Organic interactions
In my initial work [15] , the system learned about relationships between ideas from outsourced microwork. This approach is domain-independent and scalable, but it has two disadvantages. First, paid crowd workers are not intrinsically motivated to produce high quality work. Second and more importantly, many types of creative tasks require special knowledge and thus cannot be outsourced.
Instead, I am designing interactions that encourage ideators to generate useful information about ideas for the system while engaging in meaningful activities for their own idea generation. For example, people usually spatially organize ideas and group ideas together to get a better sense of possible solutions [9] . These grouping activities reveal users' perceptions of similarity among ideas and can be used to generate an idea map without the need to resort to external crowds. I am building an intelligent system that supports and leverages such "organic" interactions ( Figure 2) . The current prototype is a web application that allows users to create projects, invite people to contribute to their projects, submit ideas and request to see others' ideas. The users can organize ideas on their personal "whiteboards", bookmark ideas that they want to easily access later and remove ideas that they no longer want to see from the board. These interactions give the system information about the quality of ideas (bookmarking, deleting from the work space) and how they are related to each other (spatial organization on the whiteboard) which the system uses to help select inspiring ideas when users request them.
Pilot user testing with small groups over several days showed that users naturally organize ideas into groups and bookmark ideas they consider interesting. I also learned that participants sometimes had other uses of grouping ideas other than organizing semantically similar ideas into clusters. Some created a separate group for their own ideas, while some had a pile for ideas that they do not want to organize yet. Such groups do not give meaningful information about semantic relation between ideas and introduce noise to the algorithm that selects ideas. I am working on a way to automatically identify which clusters are semantically meaningful.
Will such organic activities provide enough input for the system to reason reliably about the semantic relationships among ideas? To answer this question, I am designing a study to compare the idea maps generated organically, as ideators naturally go about their creative activities, to those generated using my previously validated method that relied on paid crowd workers performing explicit assessment tasks.
The pilot studies also revealed opportunities for other interaction designs. There are two in particular that I plan to explore. The first one is derived from my observation that participants sometimes submit rationales for their ideas on top of the idea itself. According to prior work, seeing the rationale is less likely to cause fixation than seeing the examples [21] . If the users can provide rationales or tag the interesting aspects of ideas, the system can intelligently provide these rationales as an alternative to showing the ideas themselves.
The second opportunity is based on participants' comments that it took some time for them to reorient themselves to their workspace in the following sessions. The system can allow users to put labels or notes on groups of ideas. These labels can help inform the system whether the grouping is meaningful and on which dimension it is based in case there are several ways to group the available ideas. Such information might help the system provide better explanation on how it selects to people. The explanation can increase trust in the recommendation by the system [19] and help ideators pinpoint which part of the inspirational ideas to focus on.
Making incubation more effective
Prior work in cognitive science suggests that idea generation is a long process that involves incubation periods where ideators take a break from actively thinking about the problems [3] . While people are not trying to come up with ideas, there is a solution searching process running in the background. To keep this process running, people need to be aware that they are returning to generate ideas later [5] . A system can help remind people of the task while they are not actively thinking about ideas by sending prompts or showing inspiring ideas by others. However, the system also needs to be careful in choosing which reminders to send based on the context of ideators to avoid interfering with other tasks the users try to accomplish [2] .
Mobile devices grant access to information about users' context such as location, activity and schedule. This information can help a system decide when and how to instigate interactions with the users. For example, knowing a user's schedule and location, a system can offer related inspirations or prompting her to record her ideas at a certain point in time. I plan to expand my prototype to include a mobile application that provides inspirational ideas of others and prompts users based on their contexts. This version of collective ideation platform can also better inform how people generate ideas in different situations for future creativity research as well.
Coordinating collaborative exploration of idea space
As the number of contributors increases, the more crucial and difficult it becomes to coordinate the community efforts. Without coordination, people are likely to generate redundant ideas that are very similar to one another instead of exploring a broader range of ideas [20] . However, the community also wants to avoid too much communication overhead that can take time away from generating ideas.
I plan to explore mechanisms that reduce idea redundancy in large creative communities and widen the breadth of ideas generated. One possible mechanism is to automatically identify the parts of the idea space that have not been explored as much as others and direct more people to generate ideas in those unexplored regions of the space. An algorithm can help the community decide whether the contributors should focus on generating ideas related to particular topics or exploring new ones. This mechanism can be integrated into a system as a form of an explicit todo list [22] or as a subtle nudge through judicious selection of inspirational examples. Another approach is to provide people with an overview of the community's idea generation along with a way for contributors to communicate so that they do not interfere with each other.
CONCLUSION
Large ideation platforms promise a huge opportunity for innovation, but are limited by lack of appropriate methods and tools to help people discover inspiring ideas and coordinate their efforts. By synthesizing knowledge and approaches from cognitive science, human computation and machine learning, we can create an intelligent system that addresses the existing challenges and improves the experience of ideators and quality of generated ideas at scale.
